UNIQUE PROJECT CHALLENGES, UNILOCK® HAS THE SOLUTION.

Golf courses and country club properties face unique landscaping challenges in their desire to both project a brand image that attracts patrons, and to meet the functional needs of current guests. The following are just a few examples of how Unilock products can help provide solutions to these challenges.

< DROP OFF AREAS

**CHALLENGE:** Park Ridge Country Club is a private club that was established in 1906. Updating the front entrance required a modern paving solution that met the functional requirements of the space but also reflected the history of the club.

**SOLUTION:** Unilock Copthorne® was used to create a flexible paving system that manages the demands of significant vehicular loading. It allows for slight movement during the freeze-thaw cycles of the Illinois climate, without compromising structural integrity. This EnduraColor™ Plus Architectural Finishes product is modeled after historic American street pavers, but manufactured to deliver long term durability and rich color that will never fade.

< RETAINING WALLS

**CHALLENGE:** The indoor maintenance facility for this golf course is located under the clubhouse. A landscape solution was needed to carve out an entrance and create a space for waiting golf carts.

**SOLUTION:** A segmental retaining wall was used to tackle the elevation change. The solid block design of Unilock Pisa2® provides greater durability during freeze thaw cycles than the hollow core construction of other wall products, and reduces installation time and labor costs. The color and curves available in Pisa2 made for pleasing aesthetics in this highly functional area.
CHALLENGE: Many infill projects and new buildings are required to comply with local regulations that dictate how rainwater runoff must be managed. This recreational club needed a permeable solution for an expansive parking area.

SOLUTION: Unilock permeable pavers allow rainwater to filter through the subsoil, breaking down pollutants naturally and on-site rather than washing them into municipal systems. From heritage to contemporary, Unilock permeable pavers offer an extensive range of colors and styles to meet the aesthetic of any facility.

< HIGH TRAFFIC PATHWAYS

CHALLENGE: The Lakes Golf & Country Club wanted to design pathways that helped guide traffic and could manage the demands of a range of vehicular loads, from golf carts to service vehicles.

SOLUTION: Unilock Brussels Block® and Copthorne® were contrasted to draw the visitor’s eye to the desired pathway, while providing a wider paved area for other types of vehicles. These products are designed to withstand vehicular use and were the perfect solution for this country club.

< RESTAURANT PATIO

CHALLENGE: Restaurant areas are most vulnerable to food and drink staining and therefore must be easy to clean.

SOLUTION: This restaurant in Ontario, Canada chose Unilock Senzo® with EasyClean™, a proprietary technology that makes the surface easier to clean and maintain before stains can set in.

< PERMEABLE PARKING LOT

CHALLENGE: Many infill projects and new buildings are required to comply with local regulations that dictate how rainwater runoff must be managed. This recreational club needed a permeable solution for an expansive parking area.

SOLUTION: Unilock permeable pavers allow rainwater to filter through the subsoil, breaking down pollutants naturally and on-site rather than washing them into municipal systems. From heritage to contemporary, Unilock permeable pavers offer an extensive range of colors and styles to meet the aesthetic of any facility.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, FINISHING OPTIONS AND CUSTOM COLORS CONTACT YOUR LOCAL UNILOCK TERRITORY MANAGER.

INSIST ON ENDURACOLOR®. ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES.

ENDURING COLOR
Concentrated color and special wear-resistant materials

UNITED WITH

STRENGTH
Coarser foundation that gives the stone its strength

THE RESULT IS AN EXCEPTIONALLY STRONG STONE WITH COLOR THAT ENDURES.